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:<.;DUCATJONPRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND THEIR
IMPLICATION FOR EDUCATIONAL POLICY IN NIGER[A .

. Ngozi E, Uzoka Ph.D

Abstract

This paper focused on the production function. The study attempted to examine how the
relationship between resource inputs and outputs are mediated by internal process and
also ascertained IlOlI' much each input variable contributes to the output measure either
alone or interacting with other inputs. The study adopted the descriptive survey design.
One hJ:)othesis was [ormul ated to guide the investigation. The sample for the study
consisted 32 out of the 349 secondary schools in Lagos State. The subjects were stratified
and randomly selected. The statistical technique used was Pearson Product Moment
Correlation Coefficient. The result of the data analysis showed that there was a significant
relationship between the inputs variables' contribution either alone or interacting with
each other and the output measure. The study concluded by recommending that policy
makers and administrators should be 1110re specific 011 what COll/IIS as inputs and outcomes
and they should be aware of the idea that inputs I'W)' ill their prices. as a result, the
decision making rule is to allocate resources ill sucli a way that equality exist among the
ratios of each inputs marginal produciivuv and price.

III traduction

How to improve educational producti vity has always been on the research and policy
agenda, Although educational spending has been on the increase, students' achievement
hJS not improved or changed dramatically (Xlullis, O\\(~Il and Phillips. 1990). While there
are many ways in which the educational system has made use of the additional resources,
the productivity dilemma is that outcome, such as students' achievement, has not increased
at the same rate as resources (Odden and Massy, 1992). Policy makers would however
like to sec higher levels of achievement for the educational investment made.

Economists have conducted research 011 educational productivity and they relate inputs,
such as expenditure per pupil. to outcome such a' aculcmic aciricvcmcnts of students.
This type of research Ins rarely sho« 11 any consistent linkage between inputs ami outcomes
(Hanushek, 1986. Monk. 1990). Although there are many problems that are associated
with this type or research (\!onl-. 100(1). ihe .ipproacb Pl'l',i~h 1\ ith the usual conclusion
that educauonal resources arc 110[ stroll:;I:, linl.cd w ith educational outcomes. Nevertheless.
tl., 'iuc,tlOf\\ J: ·10 :1':['1'1',,, C,~d'J::.:li,)::.:! fw>:Lll !;..ity I1.J' coru inuc.l. :-'knld! <)<'<')J reviews
educational production function research and observes that r:lJny or the more recent studies
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identified several strong positive connections between resource measures, including
expenditures per pupil and student achievement.

There is a drive toward raising the ICI'cl of educational productionand sometimes coupled
with concerns over improving efficiency, Monk (1990) suggests three parts of production
model and these are: the outcome sought, the necessary ingredients or inputs, and the
process that transforms inputs into specified outcomes, These three parts are linked together
by a production function, Production function shows the maximum amount of outcome
possible for alternative combination of inputs, lf the supply levels of various inputs are
known and the production function is know n, it becomes very easy to calculate the
maximum possible level of outcome,

Analysts hale made little progress toward showing what makes education distinct from
other forms of production, Production function is commonly represented by the use of
Mathematical notation, An example is: S = F (t, t!, t3 - tn>, where S represents the
outcome. the t, (t, through t,) represent the n different ingredients, and F represents the
mathematical function that summarises the transformation process, It has been mentioned
that it is a process that can be represented by a well defined series of mathematical
operations but nothing has been said about what these operations entail. Hence the need
for this study to analyse education production function and its implication for educational
policy in Nigeria,

Literature Review

This review of literature shows the inputs and outputs/outcomes in education production
function, Many factors have been viewed as inputs in the schooling process, They are
teachers' quality, which is measured by their qualification and experience, teachers sul.try.
running cost, capital cost. etc. There are however, other input variables in education that
cannot be expressed in monetary terms, and they are school size. student/teacher ratio and
class size, There is also another input that is crucial and that is student time, To ignore the
time of any of the students would be to follow a course wlfIch leads to the treatment of
student cost as zero, To record a measure of time would be a salutary reminder to teachers
of the importance of using the scarce ti me: vf icJrll-:!'S a, producti I <:1) as pc- ·il:" .,

Although this variable is very imporu.m. th:,e is a problem of measurement U,;un[v-, "
(1978) enumerates some problems involved in calculating student time. For instance,
what time: should be calculated? Should it be the time spent in class alone or should it
include all thl: time the student spent in JOlilg assignrnerus after school'; The qU'c'itiiln j"

how could this be measured accurately,

There arc two major categories or' inputs to education, and tilCY MC the schoolin,; il1p~I:'
which are the ones mentioned above and the non-schooling inputs, These v.iri.ibles cannot
J~ ".. -', . .' i ,,".~L •••. ;,;'~ • .::~ •• L ~.•

variables arc; family background factors like parents' education, family income and size.
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parents' occupation and many others, The reason why these variables are used is that
these socio-economic variables are proxy measures for the motivation and aptitudes of
the students, Since they are predetermined, schooling can only build on them and change
them over a long period of time,

,-

If giving educational institutions greater choice in how they use resources is, to result in
improvements in teaching and learning. then logically there must be a link between the
resource inputs and the resulting educational outputs/outcomes for students, There are
however, well known problems in defining educational outputs because many of them are
intangible and there are considerable disagreements; often ideologically founded, about
what are desirable educational aims and objectives and also a host of issues surrounding
the conceptualization and measurement of the standards,

Some pertinent questions that should be asked here among others arc, what exactly are
schools supposed to produce and how can they measure those outcomes? Obviously. one
cannot specify production functions for schools until exactly what should be produced
has been firs: determined and lh IS raises some thorny questions of val ues, Although various
authors describe educational output as a difficult concept to define', Akangbou (1985)
regards output as the end-product of a period of schooling. He is of the view that a more
appropriate way of measuring educational output is by looking at the academic achievement.
The explanation is that using academic performance as educational output measure is a
1\.1:' of J[1pl:lllg "quality" criterion 10 output measurement as they do in the industrial
sector. Outputs which arc :11'J:h 11':'r-: difficult to measure are the effects of school on
pupils' attitude. beliefs anti behaviour.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to examine how the relationship between resource inputs
and outputs are mediated b) internal process, It investigated the contribution of each
input variable to the output measure either alone or interacting with other inputs,

Hypothesis

() -~~i~~.~·-\l:.~.·. ','.'. ;S :4("',:111.:. ~. . the ~a~d:. It S[Jt;2; thit.
"There is no significant relationship between how much each input variable contributes
e:'lkT aio.i-: er intei~:2\!i~; ,t. ' ••:1 -_,,\0.',1 L"r anJ the output measure."

Methodology

The research design adopted for l/1C:study was dcscripti vc sun e:y, The: populaucn for the
:t'!J: v as JI! the second !:~,ch',nl, i:l Lacos Slate, The stratifie.I random sarrrlin,;
lL'clln:.jIl': \':.is ~;'i)li;;J in th.: ~cl::-c,ti"!1 of eight out of the :20 Local Education Districts
(LE:Ds), Four secondary schools were randomly selected from each of the eight LED
h:.: •..._;.,: il .•.~· :<..;1to ~~ \ ". :-:!-.: ~ -n :""orl'r,r s. 1:(\\")':- ••
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The questionnaire used for data collection was constructed by the researcher. The 2001
questionnaire was divided into two sections. Section A, sought Bio-Data and section B VI

.' .
contained some specific questions relevant to the study. The questionnaire was scrutinized

V2 V3 V4 VS V6 V7 VS

by some research experts from the University of Lagos for face validity. Then! was no VI 1.0000
need for reliability because the questionnaire sought factual information. The statistical V2.7398 1.000
technique used for data analysis was Pearson Product Moment correlation. V3 -.5061 .7471 1.000

Results and Discussion
V4 -.8143 -.5858 .7611 1.000

Below is the result of tested hypothesis. The hypothesis posited that there is no significant
V5 -.8143 -.1585 -.3539 .8592 1.000

relationship between how much each input variable contributes either alone or interacting
V6 -.5309 -.3181 .0158 -.5580 .8846 1.000

with each other and the output measure. Correlation analysis was carried out in this study
V7.7641 -.0532 .1370 -.70-1.7 .9654* .9476 1.000

to examine the degree of correlation among some input variables which are lhe independent
..

V8.6508 -.6728 -.7870 .9487* .7200 -.3817 -.5143 1.000

variables and the output (the dependent variable), which is academic performance: of V9.5389 A867 -.2305 A979 .0503 .3441 .1304 1.0689

students at SSCE. 2002

Table I: Correlation Matrix of the Variables, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003
VI \"2 \"3 \,4 V5 V6 V7 VS

2000

VI 1.0000
V2.0112 1.000

VI n V3 \"4 \"5 V6 \"7 VS V3 -.1103 -.OCbS 1.00(1

V4.2379 -.3089 .::9-10 I.OUO

VI 1.0000
VS .1619 -.8219 -.2471 -.2\.135 1.000

V6.7.557 .600') .52'1\1 .U";94 .96('~* 1.000

V2.8303 1.000
V7 -.5805 -.7648 -:7586 -.1747 .6913 .6383 1.000

V8.3828 -.03S0 -.7600 .1770 .OS71 .1133 -.2176 1.000

V3 -.6343 -.0042 1.000 V9.4702 .2%1 -.OS53 .6203 .2912 .3727 .2129 .1834

V4-.7169 -.7067 -.5553 1.000 I
2003
VI V2 V3 V4 VS V6 V7 V8

VS -.4735 .CJ56() -.321;-1 .3122 1.00r) v i 1.C'(j(i()

V6.8857 .9·WT' .1527 -.6..\5-1 -.0528 1.000
V2 -.3-119 !'OOr)

V3.2518 -.0226 I.UiJU

V7 -.6513 -.1567 -.5059 .5986 .9459* -.2333 1.000
V4.6020 .2531 .4598 1.000

\·5 -.9078 .35-19 -A5)~ -. ~C)70 1.000

V8 -8725 -.-l(i..\7 -...\369 .(in:"5 .8fl"\7 .6~fl7 .S(i9-l i.ocn V6.25U9 -.ll')i; .UU26 .66U5 .116-1 1.000

\'7 -.71 ')5 . i:)06 -.l'~(} -.0772 .8912 .-l9U2 l.OOO

V9.-l211 .3565 -.6785 .3990 .2088 3113 . [() I:: .1511 V8 .~177. .ms: -.S7-L' -.()S..\3 .0-IIG .1221 .1399 1.000

\ ·'l .V) 1 'l .,-:~r; • ~ ~ I I") /,-.'1(, --t ...• " . ';79() .().~(,'i . 1CJ::fl•• '1 ~ .or .• ••
Source: Data from Field 1fork
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Keys
VI
V2

survive, needs to pursue ends that specify the needs of its stakcholders to a larger extent.
The educational institutions exchange resources and support for its output. Most of the
resources to educational institutions depend most of the time on the population of students,
and also on additional specific grants for stated purposes, Educational institutions occasionally
receive donations from philanthropic organizations, non-governmental organizations, did
students' associations.etc. in the forrn of finance or real inputs, ,',

.' .'

V3

School size
Average teachers' qualification
Average teachers' experience
Average teachers' salary
Per pupil teachers' salary
Average running cost
Average running cost
Per pupil capital expenditure
Performance of students at SSCE

-
The issue of flexibility of self-management comes in at this juncture and this has to do with
tying institutions into market economy through the medium of money, which gives the ability
to decide OIl the mix of real resources to purchase, The financial resource allocation to
institutions are used to get real resources in the form of staff, materials, and other services,
This first intermediate transformation is planned and recorded through budgets, The real
resources acquired and financed through the budgets, areused in conjunction with other real
resources like the buildings on ground, plant and equipment to produce what can be called
'intermediate outputs' or \\ hat Precdy (1997) calls 'operating services' which support teaching
and learning indirectly. However, the need for the creation and maintenance of appropriate
physical environment has to be stressed in which learning can take place. Macl'herson.
(1997) adds that administrative services must be provided to aid learning and investment
should take place in maintaining and developing members of staff.

V4
VS
V6
V7
VS
V9

The correlation matrix of the major variables for the years 2000, 200 I, :W02. and ~003
shows that the variables; school size (V I), average teachers' quali fication (V~J. average:
running cost (V6) and per pupil running cost (V7) were moderately correlated \\ ith the
dependent variable (V9), Average teachers' experience (V3) was inversely correlated with
the dependent variable, Although, pCI' pupil capital expenditure (VS) was positively
correlated with the dependent variable, the coefficient was very low The null hypothesis
was therefore rejected since there is a significant relationship between the input variables'
contribution either alone or interacting with each other and the output measure.

Implication for Policy Makers ill Nigeria
The goal of much production ,Hlal) sis is to estimate the underlying production functiorus)
tint characterizes a g;'..:-:,::cti •.it:, .. -\ cur-cry look at what is going on in the: school system
seems to suggest that the awareness is not there. whereas the knowledge of production
functions allow; one to knov. \\ :l:lt i'i possible to produce from a given set of inputs. This
is important because administrators and planners presumably know how much of various
inputs are being devoted to a pr, duct ion process. If relevant production function is known.
th~ measures of suppl. C,\I1 be pur ill! , the ~l:Jtht:ll1atical expression and calculate the
maximum amount of outcome that is possible to expect. Anything short of this indicates
technical inefficiency and can prompt efforts to identify the source.

The table shows that school size (V I) when co.rehucd with the dependent variable, the
correlation coefficients. were A~ 11, ,S389. ,-I/U] and ,3910 in ~UOO.200 I, ~fl(J::and 200.3
respectively. In the case of average teachers' s.ll~1r~ (\'-1) in the year; ~OO() and ::UIJ!. the
variable \\ as moderately correlated with the corrcl.uion coefficients of ,3990 an.l ,J9iC',

while in 1002 and 1003, the correlation coefficients were high, that is. ,62U3 and ,&'396
respecti vely

The results further show high intcrcorrelation among the variables. School size. ~l\er.!;~
teachers' salary and average running cost were intercorrelatcd. At the same time. average
teachers' salary and average running cost 011 one hand, per pupil teacher,' sJlary and per
pupil running cost on the other were intcrcorrclated. Thus, m).llticollincarity occurs when
two or more of the independent variables are strongly related to onc another.

In Nigeria. experience has shown that educational administrators have limited discretion
over th'~ internal operation of<chnnl< In other w ords; even if an administrator knows that
.....r· "', a ;1...~-,: JI!f :.i-..! . ; r.' : .. ~' •. ':ljU~ c.l i:l '1 1~,_!"(!Cll :lr \\.l~ ;vi:h ,I r~!!:i:,,··..;.!i ~<il~J
of Stud'21;[S, it is i1i!!hl:' productive. he h.is not got the capability to cncincer the' use of the
re-our ......: in Uil: in~iL:!ti..·U ;~\:-.;1:CIl. i Li:-. is because the iCS0t:IC~ (night be In:t·j;..:a-r.ilub!c.
but the degree to \\ hich it is actually used is an entirely different matter. The uvailabilir,
of the re-source can be taught of as a necessary but hardly a sufficient condition for ensuring
I;; re .ourccs use.

This production function is sa) in; rwthin; ('t:~~r rnan ih:.: Ol,tCOIl1~' a,d II.;J'" ..r . :1:'
systematically in some. as yet to be specified fashion, The investijation revealed .h ,t
input variables such as school size, average teachers' qualification. average teachers saiJr>,
per pupil teachers' salary, average running cost and per pupil running cost, acquired from
the environment undergo a process of transformation into outputs/outcomes \\ hich arc
exported back to the environment.

The gener.il environment is influenced by (ne nujor technological. social, p"iiti,:t! .1i'C;

economic forces which operate in the society. The specific environment is 1I1::J.: up of In:
parents, the local community, the local education district and other educational org.mizauons.
';;jv:..:mr:1::1: ~n.:! ::$ a":~",.:!2_~.Dl;:i-...: f}l/'~'l .... ::"'d: ::'. :.,S::C"'I'P .." ~."" ,. ,~

PMt of the problem fJ,',:d t:, ac;;lliniQr;nors is thJt iI:~y have iilnil:d corur.'! o . '_'r ., .1'::I:r,
;1I1d their •.lcti\ ui,». ,;1:',) tile:' h.r, ~ t11<.:problem of not bcin ; allowed t<" 111.,\,,: lb.; ut' their
discretion because they are under the authorities of both the schoolmal1Jgel11cnt boards and

'dl " l~·' i1 ,', r~ tt' 't' . ,j .:<-.' I .. ::-I- •..•

what they are expected to produce. As noted earlier, educauonul outcomes are numerous ••
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and this raises the problem of how much of one desirable outcome relati ve to another should
be produced, This problem is compounded by the fact that individual teachers are likely to
disagree fundamentally over what to be produced and how it should be produced.

were found to be correlated with the dependent variable and there was a high intercorrelation
among the variabl~s. . .

In conclusion, policy makers should become more specific on what count as inputs and
outcomes. Ways should be devised by which to measure quantitative and qualitative
dimensions of inputs and outcomes that were identified. The clarification of the nature of
the function linking together the inputs and outcomes is very important.

Attempts should be made to estimate the production function because this will enable
policy makers and administrators to obtain measures of how successful the production
function is at explaining the production process since production function is only capable
of explaining about 60 or 70 percent of the variation in the production outcomes.

Policy makers and administrators should also be aware of the idea that inputs vary in their
prices, as a result the decision making rule is to allocate resources in such a way that
equality exist among the ratios of each inputs marginal productivity and price.

First. of all, policy makers must become more specific on what counts as inputs and
outcomes. They should devise ways by which to measure quantitative and qualitative
dimensions of inputs and outcomes that are identified. It is also necessary for policy makers
to clarify the nature of the function linking the inputs with outcomes.. :

Estimation of the production function will enable policy makers to have insights into how
productive the various inputs are. It will also enable them to obtain measures of how
successful the production function is at explaining the production process being studied.
It has been shown that it is not all that possible to arrive at a production .function that
perfectly explains all of a production process. However, this will enable policy makers to
be aware that a production function might be capable of explaining about 60 or 70C;C of the
variation in the production outcomes. The remaining variation that is not explained can be
taken to be what remains unknown about the production process.
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